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1100 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 700 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
 
Attention:  Mr. Craig Litherland, Esq. 
 
Reference:  Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and Pamela McIntosh 
         2558 South Shore Drive 
         Biloxi, MS 39532  
 
 
Expert Witness Report 
 
 
STRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF THE PROPERTY OF MR. AND MRS. THOMAS 
McINTOSH DURING HURRICANE KATRINA (8/29/02) 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 

The following summary report is prepared in reference to your request to assess the 
interaction of the high velocity wind forces from hurricane Katrina with the structure of the 
residential property owned by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and Pamela McIntosh, 2558 South Shore 
Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi.  Assessments of the structural integrity and other related damages are 
also included with recommendations for structural inspection for retrofitting and repairs as 
necessary.  This report is for your own use, and you may use it in its entirety as a single piece of 
evidence as you see fit.  I will be glad to answer any questions in the future, or expand on any 
idea presented, as per your request, and on my own initiative as necessary to satisfy any and all 
inquiries presented to me. 

 
This report is based upon my visits to the site and my inspections of the damages 

including some of the retrofitting made during repair and the evidences made available to me.  
Only basic well known established wind engineering scientific facts that are related to hurricane 
Katrina will be used in this Report.  Refereed published research material on the subject of 
hurricane wind loadings and related damages to residential structures are also used.  No 
theoretical mathematical modeling or computer simulations based on assumed scenarios will be 
employed in this presentation.  All wind engineering data and the structural response presented 
in this report are based on either documented professional observations, field measurements, or 
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refereed findings from physical situations in the field or full scale laboratory testing on structures 
and its response to hurricane forces. 
2.0  Background of Expert Witness 
 
 In August, 1969, I lived in Pass Christian, Mississippi when the eye of hurricane Camille 
hit the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  I was working that summer for the General Electric Company at 
the NASA Test Facilities at Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi, while I was a faculty at Mississippi 
State University, Department of Civil Engineering.  I lost my entire home at the beach property 
in Pass Christian with “only slab left” including a close friend who died as a result of the 
hurricane, Mr. Slim Wagner. 
  
 On the morning after the hurricane Camille hit the Mississippi Gulf Coast, I was 
contacted by the Manager of the General Electric Company and I was asked to inspect the 
damage to the Gulf Coast area including the NASA Test Facilities.  I was granted special 
permission to access the then restricted area and I witnessed first hand and evaluated the 
destruction and resulting damages from the hurricane.  
 
 Ever since that day, I have dedicated part of my professional education and activities to 
study the interaction between hurricanes’ high velocity winds and structures. 
 
 For the past eighteen years, I have concentrated my full time research efforts working on 
simulating in the laboratory hurricane wind forces on structures.  This effort was finally 
successful for the first time ever in 2005, and the on-going research at the present time is 
dedicated to advance the knowledge and the state-of-the-art on this topic, see Exhibit 1, attached.  
Several publications on this topic are already available, and the work on this subject is quoted in 
recent presentations and publications by several wind engineering experts on the national and 
international scene, see Exhibit 2, references 1,2,3,4. 
 
 
3.0  Forces from High Velocity Wind and Structures 
 
 Hurricanes are wind driven events coupled with variations in barometric pressure 
differentials.  As a result of hurricanes, high velocity turbulent air flow is generated.  This 
unsteady flow of air causes severe pressure differentials on structures leading to high loading 
forces and potentially catastrophic structural failures.   
 
 Wind forces are translated to pressures per unit exposed surface areas that have dynamic 
variable effects on structures.  Wind produces direct pressures on structures when these 
structures block the natural flow of the high velocity air flow.  Furthermore, these forces from 
the wind flow increase significantly if this blockage tends to increase the air flow velocities.  
Also, this high velocity air flow produces a vacuum between the flow of wind streams and the 
structure causing severe suction forces, see Figure 1, as presented in ASCE-7 for minimum 
design loads.6  Figures 2 and 3 show the same loading in an aerodynamic wind flow for the direct 
and suction forces.  The uplift and outward forces caused by the vacuum created by the high 
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velocity wind flow were the most severe forces that had to be resisted and accommodated by the 
McIntosh residence. 
                           
 Uplift forces on the roof and suction on the sides and leeward walls of the house are by 
far the most destructive forces because they generally exceed all other forces and cause 
detachment to components from the structural framing.  In our case in question, the McIntosh 
residence (house), these pressures acted on both the external and internal surfaces of the 
envelope of the house, as it will be discussed later, see Figures 2 and 3. 
 
 A house or a building (structure) must be strong enough to insure overall adequacy of the 
structure as a whole, and the adequacy of individual components that forms the envelope.  
ASCE-7 covers the loading on structures accordingly and under these two items:  1. Main Wind 
Force Resisting System (MWFRS), and 2.  Components and Cladding forces (C&C). 
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Figure 1. Direct inward, outward suction, and uplift pressures in the direction of high velocity wind on the McIntosh 

Residence 
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Figure 2. Aerodynamics and forces generated by high velocity winds on the McIntosh house. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Direct and vacuum suction outward and uplift forces generated by high velocity winds. 
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3.1  Main Wind Force Resisting System (MWFRS):  
 
 The main wind force resisting system is the structural system that provides the overall 
integrity and framing stability of the envelope as a whole when the effects of wind forces are 
applied to the entire structure.  The MWFRS forms the load path that the winds follow to the 
ground.  The MWFRS is expected to withstand all external and internal pressures, applied in one 
or more combinations that produce the most severe forces in the system’s components, see 
Figure 2.  Adequacy of the MWFRS is necessary for the survivability of the structure. 
 
 Typical MWFRS configurations for horizontal and uplift load transfer can be found in 
moment resistant structural framing.  These frames are commonly used in multistory structures.  
Load path is provided by the beam-column rigid connections.  The two story, McIntosh house 
did not have moment-resisting structural framing but it had main simple and free to rotate strong 
framing system on the second floor.  The house had a highly transparent envelope on the ground 
floor.  It was well built using classical wooden framing, roof trusses, and plywood roofing with 
asphaltic shingles.  The integrity of the framing on the second floor and the good overall 
workmanship of the structural framing for this house were evident from the field inspection of 
the house after the hurricane. 
                                                                                                                                                  
 In the absence of moment-resisting integrated connections in the frames, then the 
structure must depend on braced frames such as trusses and shear walls, external and internal 
partitions as diaphragms, or the roof itself to provide structural stability.  In limited special cases, 
the corner panels in a single story framing of a house, if well designed and anchored, could 
provide the lateral bracing to secure structural stability.  The McIntosh residence did not have x-
bracings or shear walls.  This approach is seldom used in wood framing to a house, but 
commonly used in metal framing and in multi-story buildings.  However, the McIntosh residence 
did have external solid columns and internal partitions.  The external walls on the ground floor 
for the McIntosh house are extremely weak structurally by the fact that they are almost 
transparent with excessive lines of windows.  Such glass windows are known to be subject to 
initial failure by instantaneous high direct pressures and breakage by flying debris.  The main 
columns in the McIntosh house framing are fairly solid and this is good for the structural stability 
of the house.  The internal partitions are definitely not designed as shear wall diaphragms in this 
house.  The only good structural cross-framing left in the McIntosh residence is the roof.  This is 
the easiest part in such a residential house to get uplifted because of the extremely high suction 
forces created by the vacuum from the high velocity lines of wind flow.  As per the ASCE-7 for 
the design of structures using minimum design loads from high velocity winds, the design is 
governed by the corners of the roof because they are the most vulnerable zones to uplift wind 
forces in addition to localized damages due to flying debris and falling trees, as it will be 
discussed later, see Figure 1.  

                                                                                                   
The structural stability of the framing of the McIntosh house was seriously compromised 

during hurricane Katrina.  The roof did get uplifted and clearly damaged at several locations and 
all around the house envelope.  It should be noted here that from an engineering point of view, a 
roof is considered to have been uplifted at any time the vertical forces are higher than the 
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gravitational downward forces.  The dynamic uplifting forces caused severe shingle damage, 
uplift to anchorage, and loss of integrity of the roof.  This was clearly evident in this house and 
all around the neighborhood, see Figures 4, 5 and 6.  Part of the roof plywood sheets were 
uplifted and blown open to cause severe rain and wind damage to the interior of the house.  This 
roof damage is due to high wind velocity and occurred most definitely early in the timing of the 
hurricane history and way before any water surge reached the level of the entrance door of the 
house. 
 

 
Figure 4.  View of the damages to the roof taken from the front elevation of the McIntosh Residence 
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Figure 5.  View of damages to the roof taken from the back elevation of the McIntosh Residence 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.  View of uplift damages and penetration of debris to the McIntosh roof 

 
 
 
3.2  Components and Cladding (C&C) Forces on the Envelope Enclosure: 
 
 The components and cladding, as defined by the ASCE-7, are the individual components 
that collectively enclose the house.  They make up the envelope.  The C&C components 
including the roof cover transfer the wind loads from the exposed surfaces of the envelope to the 
MWFRS. 
 
 C&C failure degrade the integrity and serviceability of the house, cause unacceptable 
damage to the framing interior and to the contents.  For example, loss of windows in a house 
would not necessarily result in the collapse of the structure, but could prevent the house framing 
from functioning as a stable structure.  Failure in the C&C causes severe increase in the wind 
pressure differentials from the high velocity winds.  This is common in wooden residential 
construction.  The presence of excessive openings, windows and doors, on the ground floor in 
the envelope of the McIntosh house, that are highly susceptible to breakage by flying debris, 
made it easy to predict and expect premature failure in C&C.  Failure of the C&C is often, but 
not always, followed by catastrophic structural failure of the MWFRS.5,6,7,8 

 
 For this reason the C&C, as per ASCE-7 Specifications for Minimum design loads, is 
subjected to higher pressures than the structure as a whole.  But, this was not the case in the 
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McIntosh Residence because the envelope was very fragile to wind loading and considerably 
weaker than the main framing of the second floor, as it will be discussed and shown later on. 
 
 
4.0  Wind Field from Hurricane Katrina at Biloxi, Mississippi 
 

Katrina was a major hurricane when it made landfall on the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  It 
was an unusually large hurricane with hurricane wind forces for many hours, including several 
hours before landfall.  Katrina’s hurricane wind forces extended 120 miles from the storm center, 
and with tropical storm-force winds up to 230 miles outwards.  Satellite images, National 
Weather Service radar, airborne radar (from the Hurricane Research Division), dropsonde data, 
buoy data, and an Ingalls Shipyards’ anemometer provide intriguing insight into the three-
dimensional structure of the hurricane.  But, due to field failures of some critical 
instrumentations, the entire picture of the wind forces especially the extremely high 
instantaneous gusts of wind were not recorded by this data.     

 
An outer-core band of strong thunderstorms from a second eyewall impacted the Biloxi 

area.  The strong winds also created a situation where potent wind gusts could occur in 
thunderstorms and boundary layer turbulent eddies to create tornado like effects on localized 
areas.  Structural damages to many residential areas in the neighborhood to the McIntosh 
residence were noted to reflect this localized catastrophic failures known only to occur in severe 
wind vortices and downbursts.  National Weather Service radar data indicate many tornadoes, 
and mesovortices on the inner edge of the eyewall capable of extreme wind damage that were 
similar to the damage caused by the mesovortices in Hurricane Andrew.  Eyewitness accounts of 
next door neighbors to the McIntoshes confirmed wide spread structural failures in the area 
before the water surge inundated the land and they describe intense winds on the early morning 
of August 29.  The affidavit of Ron and Linda Mucha, neighbors, are quoted by Mr. McIntosh in 
this regard. 
 
  An affidavit from Mr. George Sholl, director, Jackson County Emergency 
Communications District, tells of his observation of the wind speeds from anemometers mounted 
on the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) building.  Mr. Sholl states that the two anemometers 
were professional type equipment and accurate to the best of his knowledge.  He states that he 
observed the indicated wind speed from this equipment starting Sunday night, August 28, 2005 
at 75 mph up to the early daylight hours of Monday, August 29, 2005 at an indicated wind speed 
of 137 mph.  He states that shortly thereafter sections of the EOC building roof blew off and he 
evacuated to the nearby courthouse.  He further reports that some personnel in the EOC building 
stayed for a short time after he left and observed the indicated wind speed at 140 mph.  He 
further states that the anemometers’ tower blew down approximately 20 minutes after he left and 
no more wind speed readings were possible.  Mr. Sholl then states that the winds continued to 
increase after the tower blew down and he estimates that the winds must have been over 150 
mph.  He further states that the highest flood waters came later.  The widespread wind damage is 
likely due to the longevity of hurricane-force wind exposure, fierce wind gusts, tornadoes, and 
mesovortices. 
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 This affidavit from Mr. George Sholl is confirmed and backed by Mr. Butch Loper, the 
director of the Civil Defense for Jackson County.  Mr. Loper testified that a wind gust speed of 
137 mph occurred between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. 
 

At the McIntosh residence the sustained wind speed is estimated by the ADCIRC 
Simulation at 100-110 mph with the 3-second gust wind to have reached at least 120-130 mph.  
Other wind engineering specialists and experts predicted higher sustained wind velocities and 3-
second gusts for this area. 
 
 
5.0  Magnitude and Distribution of Wind Pressures: 
 
 Factors that determine the magnitude and distribution of high velocity wind forces, with 
special reference and emphasis on the impact of these factors on the McIntosh residence, are the 
following: 
 
Location:  This is the single-greatest factor in determining wind effects.  The McIntosh 
residence is in the coastal region with water front not too far from the house.  The house is 
almost 4 miles inland from the open sea shore but the adjacent Big Lake and the open waterfront 
most definitely created a situation for wind flow to gain speed and momentum as compared to 
adjacent neighborhood houses.  It is therefore expected to face greater wind damage from 
hurricane Katrina than houses further inland away from the water and on dry land locations. 
 
 
Exposure:  The McIntosh residence is in open land spaces, adjacent to a large body of water.  
The effects of high velocity winds are not shielded or partially shielded by adjacent structures 
and thus no unusual increase in the ASCE design velocities is to be expected, exposure Category 
C as per ASCE 7-02 “Specifications for Minimum Design Loads.” 
 
Topography:  McIntosh residence is on a relatively flat terrain and no special topographical 
impact on the ASCE design wind velocity is to be expected. 
 
Orientation to wind:  The greatest wind effects and the most vulnerable direction on this house 
are probably from the south to southeast, that is at the time the eye of hurricane Katrina hit the 
Gulf Coast.  The McIntosh house has southeast-northwest orientation with windows on the 
ground floor over the entire length of the front and back elevations.  These windows created 
open enclosure of the entire house after failure of the glass due to wind suction forces and direct 
pressures coupled by the impact of flying debris, see Figures 7, 8, and 9 for before and after the 
hurricane. 
 
Structure:  Wind effects increase with height above ground.  The McIntosh residence should 
feel higher direct and suction wind effects on the roof and the front and back elevation walls.  
The corners of the roof plan will be subject to extreme uplift forces, with the overhang extension 
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over the open front and back porch areas of the roof experiencing added intensity of the uplift 
forces. 
 
Shape:  Wind exerts inward pressure on the windward face of this house, outward suction on the 
leeward and side faces of the house and both inward pressure and outward suction on the roof 
surfaces.  The shape of the house dictates the aerodynamics of wind flow and the creation of 
catastrophic suction forces.  The shape of the McIntosh house with extended window openings 
on the front and back elevations of the house will create an open alley for the high velocity wind 
to travel through.  A tunneling effect is created that ripped through the house from right to left 
causing internal damages and inviting flying debris into the house.  This open space allowed, 
later on, to be inundated by floating debris from the water surge, see Figure 10. 
 
Natural period:  Most if not all wind contains turbulences (gusts), which causes periodic 
fluctuations in the effect that the wind has on the structure.  The McIntosh residence, whose 
natural periods are expected to be near the natural periods of the energy contained in the wind 
gusts should feel the effects of the wind more than other houses whose natural periods are not 
near those of the energy contained in the gusts.  Buffeting is the effect of gusts on a building, and 
for the shape of this house it is expected to be severe due to its flexibility on the ground floor. 
 
Building importance:  No special importance can be attached to the McIntosh residence as 
defined in the referenced ASCE-7 standards. 
 
Design criteria:  If houses are designed properly, then they are often designed for two risk 
criteria:  1. risk of failure of the structural framing, and 2. risk of disruption of function due to 
failure of components, serviceability.  Strength design is based on the most severe wind effects 
that are relatively infrequent.  Serviceability design is based on wind effects that occur more 
often, but which are less severe. The McIntosh residence was most likely designed for strength 
but not for serviceability. 
 
 A review of the post Katrina pictures taken by the home owner show very clearly the 
sever destruction to the front and back elevations, detachment and displacement of the blown out 
window, and cracking of the outward walls and separation from the main house elevation due to 
suction forces.  The internal structure of the house was severely damaged by this open harsh 
wind environment, and the open roof for rainwater to enter the attic and destroy the false ceiling 
and the interior partitions of the house, see Figures 11 and 12.  The wind damage to vegetation, 
trees, in the yard of the house as a measure of the intensity of wind forces can be seen in Figure 
13. 
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Figure 7. Before and after showing the line of windows on back elevation of the McIntosh house. 

 

   
Figure 8. Before and after showing the line of windows on front elevation of the McIntosh house. 

 

  
Figure 9. Before and after showing the line of windows in the master bedroom of the McIntosh house. 
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Figure 10. Openings in a house along the path of high velocity winds allow for high speed funneling and channeling 

effects to increase the structural damages 

 
Figure 11. Damage to the interior false ceiling from rain water due to roof failure caused by wind. 
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Figure 12. Damage to false ceiling caused by roof failure due to wind. 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Trees in the yard stripped and broken due to high wind velocity. 

 
 
 
6.0  Hurricane Wind Forces and Structural Response 
 
 
6.1  General:  The fundamental measurement of the effect of hurricane wind forces on structures 
is wind speed.  Wind speed is normally measured using anemometers that record the sustained 
speed, average velocity over one minute.  A typical wind speed plot recorded during a 
thunderstorm is shown in Figure 14.  The wind pressure at an average sustained wind speed at 65 
mph for one hour is not a hurricane force, but for a 3 seconds gust, it is equivalent to a force of a 
hurricane wind speed of 122 mph. 
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Figure 14.  Typical wind speed variation vs. time for the footprint of hurricane Andrew, Florida. 

 
 
 

6.2  Sustained Wind Speed:  Only the critical and documented sustained one minute wind speed 
at the time the hurricane impacted the structural framing of the buildings on the site will be 
addressed here. 
 
 For the design purposes of the structural framing of buildings, the structural designer will 
be most interested in the 3-second gust wind speed as per the ASCE-7 specifications for the 
requirements of minimum design wind loads. 
 
  

However, the assignment here is not the design process, but rather assessment of wind 
forces, damages, causes, and modes of structural failures.  Thus, to address the impact of wind 
loading on the structures, it is vital and detrimental to use the maximum gust wind speed that 
these structures will be required to respond to and to sustain.  Based on the most recent research 
conducted at Mississippi State University, at the Kelly Cook Structural Wind Simulation 
Laboratory, it was established beyond any shadow of a doubt that structures respond fully, 100% 
of the time, to one second instantaneous gust wind loading.  Thus, to properly address the 
structural behavior of the McIntosh residence, the assessment must address the maximum one 
second wind gust rather than the 3 second wind pressure. 
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 It is now well understood by all engineers working with wind loading on structures that 
the real wind pressures that act on building surfaces can vary dramatically from place to place, 
and from instant to instant.  The spatial variation with a single surface on a building, say the roof, 
is remarkable.  For example, the peak suction, uplift, spatially averaged over an area 8 ft X 14 ft 
can vary by a factor of 4, or more, compared with the worst, peak, local suction acting at a point 
within the same area at the same time, for critical wind direction.  Time variation of significance 
occurs up to several cycles per second under real life hurricane wind conditions.  These 
conditions are very significant and will be illustrated in more detail later under the discussion of 
“wind tunnel testing.”  Video recordings of the response of full scale true roofs to real life 
instantaneous loading duplicating the footprint of hurricane Andrew (1992) confirmed the 
significance of instantaneous loading.  Those recordings were made recently by the writer at the 
Kelly Gene Cook Wind Simulation Laboratory at MSU12. 
 
 The most significant change in the design specifications “Minimum Design Loads for 
Buildings and Other Structures,” known as ASCE-7 was made in 1995.  They introduced for the 
first time the 3-second gust wind speed instead of fastest-mile wind speeds.  This change 
necessitated revisions of many factors.  Figure 15 shows real life hurricane wind loading that 
varies in time and space at the rate of several cycles per second, and the variation is extremely 
unpredictable. 
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Figure 15.  Instantaneous uplift wind pressure vs. time in seconds for Hurricane Andrew (Florida, 1992) 

(#18 and #25 are two one square foot areas on a roof 6 feet apart) 
 
 

The data in Figure 15 was collected and plotted at the rate of 20 (Hz), readings per 
second, of real life.  The instantaneous peak uplift pressure on a flat roof can reach as much as 
200 pounds per square foot for a sustained wind speed of 115 mph.  It is important to note that 
the unit dead load weight of a typical wooden roof similar to that built at the McIntosh house is 
about 13 pounds per square foot.  Accordingly; the maximum instantaneous uplift wind loading 
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at the flat corners is about 15 times the weight of the roof.  These facts were confirmed in actual 
laboratory testing on full scale real roofs.  The results were reviewed by leading experts on wind 
engineering and published recently in the ASCE Structural Journal (2007).2 

 
 It is also universally accepted now that the rate of change in time and space of true 
hurricane wind loading on structures is nonuniform and unsteady; that is, variable and dynamic.  
Fatigue of anchorage details of the roof to the walls and to the base boards of the house including 
the framing panels of roof and wall siding panels are severely tested under high velocity winds.  
This known fact made it extremely vital and necessary to inspect and retrofit all anchorage points 
and connections of the structural framing of the McIntosh residence and especially the roof 
framing as an integral part of the repairs to protect it from future sudden failures under moderate 
thunderstorms or hurricanes.  This repair work is highly complicated and must be done under the 
supervision of an engineering expert.  Certain failures might be visible or exposed and for this 
reason the repair work will not be highly reliable unless it is overdone to guarantee strength and 
safety. 
 
 Another evidence of the excessive structural deformation of the McIntosh house can be 
found by the fact that water pipes got burst and gas lines were leaking after Katrina.  The owner 
stated that some wall damages were caused by bursting water and fixtures.  Water lines and gas 
pipes are usually fixed to the structural elements of the house.  Thus, the McIntosh house 
sustained severe structural deformation and damage from wind loading prior to the water surge. 
 
 For design purposes, and for simplifying the complexity of wind loading in time and 
space, the ASCE-7, and all other design standards, rely on average wind speed and loading.  The 
average over 3 second wind speed has been selected by the ASCE-7, called 3-second gust, and 
loading on panel areas in any structure are divided into zones in order to use uniform pressures, 
Figures 1. 
 
 
6.3  Wind Gust at the McIntosh Site:  The gust in hurricane winds are caused by slow 
overturning of air as it travels at high velocity.  The hurricane boundary layers rolls have been 
documented in every recent hurricane.  Truck-based radars that usually follow hurricanes and 
tornadoes and record the wind speed in the hundreds of a second have provided detailed 
footprints of loading spectrum including the boundary layer rolls of the wind that cause the wind 
gusts.  These gusts when they collide with structures cause the unsteady nonuniform wind 
pressures.  The loading that needs to be considered in this assessment of damage is the one 
second gust based on the ability of the structures to respond to the changes in the unsteadiness of 
the loading.  This loading is the instantaneous gust wind loading. 
 
 It is also a well known fact by all wind engineering researchers and related studies as 
acknowledged by the ASCE-7, that the 3-second gust wind factors are between 20 to 30 percent 
higher than the one minute sustained wind speed.  ASCE-7 uses the three seconds gust but the 
instantaneous wind speed, one second gust, is another 20 to 30% higher than the three second 
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gust wind speed.  This puts the speed of instantaneous gust at least 50% higher than the sustained 
wind speed. 
 
 Wind gusts played an important role at the McIntosh site by the fact that the roof and all 
the windows and the structural framing got severe but localized wind damage.  The entire 
structural framing of the house shifted away and deflected from its original location causing 
separation from encased brick columns.  Horizontal shear cracking was evident in these columns, 
see Figure 16 for a typical shear failure.  The excessive structural deformation of the McIntosh 
house was a very serious failure mainly because it left the house structurally unstable and it was 
very difficult to repair with confidence.  Such structural stability failures are usually not clearly 
visible until you start to expose the structure or elements and do the serious repair work. 
 
 Another evidence of the horizontal shear failure of the McIntosh structural framing can 
be found in the fact that water pipes got burst and gas lines were found leaking after hurricane 
Katrina.  This bursting was confirmed by the owner.  Such service pipes and gas lines are usually 
fixed and attached to the structural elements of the house.  The McIntosh house can only exhibit 
this severe horizontal structural deformation from horizontal forces applied high above the 
ground.  The relatively well framed second floor provided the exposed areas for this direct force.  
The above ground horizontal force from the wind induced a force couple, moment, that assisted 
in causing the structural failure and deformation.  In addition, the owners reported that cracking 
and signs of failure in the dry walls of the second floor continued to appear for months after 
hurricane Katrina.  This is to be expected from structural failure because it is a progressive type 
of failure that caused instability to the structural framing of the house.   
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Figure 16. Horizontal shear cracking of column encasement and separation from the house envelope. 
6.4  Rain water:  All eyewitnesses and weather reports confirm that heavy squalls of rain 
accompanied the gusty high velocity winds of hurricane Katrina.  If the rain water is assumed to 
be transported by the wind, then the direct impact of this water against the structures, walls and 
roofs, will be huge.  Furthermore, if the impact of rain water is assumed to be uniform and 
steady, then the impact forces will be at least 800 times that of the wind assuming that the water 
is traveling at the same velocity as the wind.  The impact forces will be over twice that of the 
wind if the velocity of the water is only 10 mph.  This logic is purely theoretical because it 
assumes that the rain water is traveling at a uniform mass, steady, and uniformly distributed, a 
“tsunami” effect.  This is obviously wrong and an invalid assumption. 
 
 However, if the rain water is considered to be carried by the wind as a transported debris 
to impact structures, and this is a valid assumption, then the impact forces are most definitely 
higher than those produced by the wind alone.  The findings from wind tunnel testing and 
ASCE-7 specifications for minimum design loads that are based on wind tunnel testing are not 
adjusted accordingly for rain water.  Thus, it is only fair to note that by intentionally ignoring the 
rain water in the instantaneous gust wind loads is a significant underestimate in the true 
instantaneous direct loading impacting the envelope of the structure of the McIntosh residence.  
Excessive damages to the structural framing and the interior of the McIntosh house by the wind 
transported rain water was noted by the owner after hurricane Katrina. 
 
 
7.0  WIND TUNNEL TESTING 
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 Several attempts in real life have been made to capture the response of low rise buildings 
to hurricane wind loading.  All of these attempts to date have either failed completely or 
registered only marginal success.  The only valid and currently available testing has been the use 
of boundary layer wind tunnel testing.  In such tests, almost all of the major variables that 
influence the magnitude and distribution of wind pressures are duplicated; namely, location, 
exposure, topography, and wind orientation.  However, only scaled miniature models of the 
buildings can be used, 1/50 scale.  Therefore, the true characteristics of building framing and 
materials used for construction and the details of the connections are lost in the models. 
 
 Data from boundary layer tunnel testing is collected using over a hundred pressure cells 
spaced at 6 to 12 ins. apart and at a rate of at least 20 (Hz) cycles per second, see Figure 15.  All 
building codes, including ASCE-7, are based in part on the findings from boundary layer wind 
tunnel testing among other research data.  The unsteady nonuniform pressures of real life are 
simplified in the codes into static uniform loads over designated and well defined zones in any 
panel, wall or roof.  Therefore, the loadings from ASCE-7, or any other building code, are not 
the true loadings of hurricane wind pressures, but rather simplifications of a very complex 
problem.  This is the only thing that we have available for design at the present time.  But, as we 
experience more hurricanes in time and with the current applications of advanced technologies, 
these codes or standards will be changing in the future. 
 
 It is important to note here that the ASCE-7 specifications have consistently and 
significantly increased the hurricane wind pressures on structures for the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
over the past twenty years. 
 
 
8.0  STRUCTURAL LABORATORY TESTING 
 
 
 Present structural testing in the laboratory for the response to high velocity wind pressure 
loading can be found for individual components (C&C) of housing construction.  Since hurricane 
loadings are caused by pressure differentials, the present testing in the laboratory uses this same 
procedure.  The most used specifications in this regard are the ASTM – E 1592 “Standard Test 
Method for Structural Performance of Sheet Metal Roof and Siding Systems by Uniform Static 
Air Pressure Difference” and ASTM – E 330 “Standard Test Method for Structural Performance 
of Exterior Windows, Doors, Skylights and Curtain Walls by Uniform Static Air Pressure 
Difference.”7,8  These are relatively new tests, 12-14 years old, and they have been excessively 
used only during the past 7-8 years.  The air pressure differential procedure can be either direct 
pressure or suction uplift pressure.  Both of these laboratory tests use uniform static load 
application, contrary to the nonuniform unsteady loading from high velocity winds in real life. 

 
Tests performed using air pressure differential have confirmed that almost all procedures 

and techniques used in the past for placing roofing and siding materials, fixing windows, doors, 
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curtain walls, etc. have been found to be marginal, if not inadequate9,10.  Impressive 
improvements have been made especially after hurricane Andrew and the rigid requirements for 
testing by the State of Florida.  The construction procedure and techniques for building wood 
houses over the past seven years, in this regard, have improved impressively.   

 
The reason this subject matter is discussed here is to show that laboratory testing using 

pressure differential to simulate wind loading on windows, doors, skylights, and curtain walls 
has already captured the ASTM requirements for future designs.  Failures of these C&C 
elements due to wind are very common and the McIntosh residence sustained these failures and 
it is not an exception. 

 
 
 

9.0  TIMING OF HURRICANE WIND AND WATER SURGE VERSUS STRUCTURAL 
DAMAGES 
 
 

Tide gauges show tropical-storm force winds from hurricane Katrina arrived about three 
(3) hours before significant flooding from the water rising or the water surge.  Computer models, 
National Weather Service radar, reconnaissance radar, dropsondes, surface observations at 
Ingalls Shipyard, buoy data including a nearby Dauphin Island CMAN station, tide gauge data, 
eyewitness accounts, newspaper reports, and videos show hurricane-force winds, tropical storm-
force winds, and strong wind gusts occurred hours before the surge impacted the Beach 
Boulevard, Highway 90, at Biloxi, MS.  The official Hurricane Research Division wind analysis 
and experienced reputable local meteorology experts concur with this assessment, see Pat 
Fitzpatrick Report. 
 

Low lying coastal areas are always susceptible to water pressure as a result of rise in 
water level.  This includes the forces resulting from the movement of water onto land while the 
area becomes inundated by the hurricane wind forces.  In the initial stages of a hurricane, land 
very near the coastline will be subjected to the impact of relatively large surface waves.  
However, much of this energy is absorbed as the waves break in shallow water approaching land.  
As time progresses, rising water is pushed toward the shore by the force of the winds.  Thus, the 
rise in the surface water level is again a wind driven event coupled by the reduced barometric 
pressure within the eye of the hurricane that causes the rise in the water.  This is known as the 
storm surge and mistakenly interpreted by some evaluators as a hydrostatic wall of water.  This, 
in my opinion, is absolutely false, and unrelated to the physical mechanics of all around rising 
water levels.  The structural response to an active rise in the water level with a variable crest and 
trough over restricted spreads and with a known directional wind force is known to be minimal.  
Water from a storm surge rises slowly initially at the rate of 2-3 feet per hour, and then at a 
higher rate up to 1.0 inch per minute as the wind increases in velocity. 

 
A team of educational experts stated in a very recent publication the following: 
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 “Storm surge does not occur as a wall of onrushing water like the Indonesian Tsunami; 
however, large wind-generated waves moving on top of the surging waters may create the 
impression of a tsunami-like effect, and the force of those waves may be responsible for great 
damage.”10  The emphasis by underlining the word “not” is not added here.   
 
 The water rise during hurricane Katrina lasted several hours and affected about 100 miles 
of coastline.  The peak wind speed generally preceded the peak surge, as expected, and for 
hurricane Katrina, this lag time has been estimated by most meteorological researches and 
experts to vary between 2-3 hours for the McIntosh site, see Figure 17.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 17.  Wind speed and water surge elevation vs. time for Biloxi, MS (Reference 11) 

 
 
 

In order to cause structural damage to existing buildings in a storm surge there must be 
significant differential pressure applied by the water.  It is well accepted that water surge is a 
slow rising water at a maximum rate of less than one inch per minute and causes severe flooding 
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around and inside residential homes.  Water surge can be a serious threat to the building’s curtain 
walls, interior partitions, and contents of a residential house if the house is severely inundated by 
the water surge.  However, damages from water surge occur after the peak high pressure 
differentials from winds have passed through the house.  To evaluate the total water surge as a 
hydrostatic pressure behind a wall barrier is a fatal error by any engineer.   

 
For the McIntosh residence the water surge exceeded the ground level around the house.  

The back porch of the house itself was raised 4 feet above the ground, and the water surge at its 
peak reached 2-3 feet above the level of the ground slab.  The McIntosh residence is 4 miles 
away from the sea shore, and the Big Lake water front is a confined water with a restrained 
openings to the Iberville Bay.  Thus, there are physical restrictions on water velocity and 
transportation with no wave action other than localized turbulence from the wind forces that 
were impacting the McIntosh residence at that same time. 
 The unfortunate mistake made by most assessments of hurricane damages after a water 
surge is the isolation of rising water from the high velocity wind forces that are driving the water 
surge.  Damages from wind occur before the water surge and these damages are usually distorted 
by the follow-up water surge.  Structural failures by wind loading leave structural elements and 
related parts such as architectural finishes unstable and easy to wash out by the water surge.  But, 
the fact remains that these elements failed first by excessive wind forces.  Also, it should be 
noted that at the time the water surge reached its peak, the hurricane wind forces and damages by 
wind did not stop but remained active.  Accordingly, minimal damages, if any, at the McIntosh 
residence can be attributed to the water surge only.  The water surge could have added to the 
damages of some partitions on the lower level and moved personal belongings and destroyed 
some furniture that were already damaged by wind forces. 

 
 In summary, it is in my opinion that since the water surge occurred three hours after the 
collision of the damaging sustained high velocity wind forces with the McIntosh residence, then 
this leaves no justification whatsoever for the water surge to be blamed to have caused any 
structural damage to the framing and the envelope of the house.   
 

 
10.  COST ESTIMATE OF STRUCTURAL REPAIRS 
 
 It is difficult to estimate the cost for the structural repairs that needed to be done 
following a detailed structural inspection to the McIntosh house.  However, it is expected that the 
existing structural framing after Katrina as a whole and most definitely the anchorage 
mechanisms that were compromised by the dynamic unsteady wind loading will require to be 
reinstated if not up-graded and retrofitted.  As stated earlier, retrofitting to failed structural 
elements must be overdone in order to overcome generated and unforeseen weaknesses in the 
original framing.  The cost of engineering inspection, review, design and supervision of the work 
that needs to be done at cost-plus basis for this kind of structural work is left to professional 
appraisals in this field.  However, it is common to expect that the repairs and retrofitting of 
compromised and failed structures to exceed the cost of rebuilding it new.  As a matter of fact, I 
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was told by the McIntosh’s that they found many sections of their house requiring to be rebuilt 
from scratch when they thought that it would be repaired easily. 
 
11.0  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 In my opinion, the following summary and conclusions based on the facts presented can 
be made: 
 
1.  The McIntosh residence was subjected to a sustained wind velocity of at least 110-115 mph 
during hurricane Katrina, and for an extended period of time.  This sustained wind velocity with 
heavy down pouring rain lasted for at least three hours before the land was inundated by the 
water surge. 
 
2.  The 3-second wind gust, as defined by the ASCE-7 to be used for design purposes, reached at 
least 120-130 mph.  This wind speed needs to be addressed when checking the current structural 
status of the house for repair and retrofitting as needed. 
 
3.  The McIntosh residence suffered extensive structural deformation to its framing and visible 
roof damage by the wind to compromise its structural safety and integrity.  The damage to the 
roof left large holes.  The damages to the envelope left the interior of the house as an open 
exposure.  Glass windows that were present over the full left and right elevations of the house 
were compromised early in the time sequence of events of hurricane Katrina.  The house interior 
was also damaged by the rain water and due to the wind channeling effects that went through the 
entire house. 
 
4.  In summary, the structural integrity of the McIntosh house was compromised by the high 
velocity winds of hurricane Katrina and extensive repairs and retrofittings will be needed in 
order to retain its original status and structural strength. 
 
 
      Submitted by, 

       
      R. Ralph Sinno, Ph.D., P.E., F. ASCE 
      Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
 

S1.0  Introduction 
 
 The following supplemental report is prepared in response to specific questions raised 
during the U.S. Court hearing held on May 21, 2009 at Gulfport, MS.  The topics discussed in 
this supplemental report are not new.  This presentation herein is intended to explain in more 
technological details the scientific material in the original report dated April 15, 2009, and 
reproduced above.  Accordingly, there is no new information in this supplemental report that 
would lead to change conclusions as presented in the original report. 
 
 
 
S2.0  Natural Period 
 
 On page 10 of the original report, it is stated that the McIntosh residence should feel the 
effects of the wind gusts more than other houses due to its flexibility on the ground floor.  In a 
more technological term, it is important to elaborate more on this matter.   
 
 The flexibility of the ground floor was clearly noted when retrofitting and repairs were 
undertaken by the owner.  Several walls were deformed and heavy tie beams were displaced to 
the point that they were rebuilt as new and forklifted as needed to be placed properly and used to 
retain the integrity of the failed structural system.  The excessive deformation and structural 
failure of the framing was relatively easy to take place in this house during hurricane Katrina 
because no cross bracings were used in the walls and internal partitions on the ground floor.  
This fact was also confirmed by the defendant’s expert witness.  Cross bracings are always used 
in houses for the single purpose of resisting wind pressures and forces and to avoid deformation 
of the structural framing.  Furthermore, in view of the lack of cross bracings and stiffness of the 
ground floor, internal partitions cannot be used as shear walls and the nonuniform unsteady 
hurricane wind forces will twist and deform the structural framing.   
 
 This is exactly what occurred at the McIntosh house.  The shear failure of the brick 
column shown in Figure 16, page 17, and its separation from the house envelope is the proof.  
Any simple structural engineer with minimum field experience can immediately conclude that 
shear failure occurred to the structural framing of this house due to wind loading. 
 
S3.0  Significance of Wind Channeling 
 
 It was stated in the original report, on page 10, that the shape of the McIntosh house with 
extended window openings on the front elevation, east side, and on the back elevation, west side, 
created an open alley for the high velocity wind to travel through the house.  This is known in 
wind engineering as the tunneling or channeling effect and a schematic was shown in Figure 10, 
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page 11 of the original report.  This scientific fact on the mechanism of partially blocked wind 
flow will be expanded further next. 
 
 
 An elevational view of the east side of the house is shown in Figure 4 of the original 
report.  This picture is duplicated again in Figure S1 below to show clearly the open channel 
through the house from east to west.  The strongest wind came from the east side of the house to 
be blocked by the east elevation and to finally to get channeled through the house.  This blockage 
of the high velocity wind will enhance the velocity of the funneled and channeled wind through 
the house in exactly the same manner as a nozzle in an air hose or water hose.  The channeled, 
funneled wind velocity will be huge depending on the size and shape of the opening for the 
funneled high velocity wind.  The channeling effect of wind at the McIntosh house is shown in 
Figure S2. 
 

 
Figure S1. View of the east elevation showing the channeling effects through the house 
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Figure S2. Wind tunneling through the McIntosh residence 

 
 It is important to note that channeled wind flow is directional in nature and highly 
destructive because wind pressures are a function of the square of the wind velocity.  The 
pointed unidirectional wind flow will not displace or disturb side fixtures or belongings.  
Accordingly, it is not unusual to see protected chandeliers and ceiling fans that did not fail in the 
McIntosh house.  Also, side belongings that are not in the path of the channeling effect or 
protected from direct hit by the funneled high velocity nozzled wind are not expected to be 
displaced or damaged.  This is exactly what happened at the McIntosh house.  The west elevation 
glass doors, windows, and brick façade were sucked away from the envelope of the house as a 
result of the outward wind suction and pushed out to fall away from the house by the direct 
impact of the channeled wind.  See Figures 5, 7, 9 and 11 in the original report for failure of the 
west elevation of the house.  These failures on the back of the house can only be caused by the 
wind forces and the water surge could not be blamed to have caused such failures. 
 
 
S4.0 Wave Forces 
 
 
 The structural response to an active but irregularly rising and moving water under the 
influence of known directional wind force is definitely related to the velocity of the water and the 
wave action forces.  This fact is clearly shown in Figure S3 taken from a recent publication by 
FEMA on hurricane Katrina in Mississippi.16 
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Figure S3. Water surge degenerates to an over wash and ponding water after it travels over natural and manmade 

obstacles (16) 
 
 
 Structural damages due to water surge can only occur if there are pressure differentials 
and the forces are applied to stable fixed exposed elements.  As there was no significant pressure 
differential, hydrostatic pressure, from the water surge at the McIntosh residence, then the only 
action left is the wave action forces and the velocity of the moving water.  For this house that 
was inland with the ground level 14 feet above the adjacent body of water, and the house at least 
3 feet above the natural ground, then, the water action including waves was more or less irregular 
and disorganized.  The evidence in the field of typical failures to the internal partitions shows 
that very clearly. 
 
 This conclusion was reached by the article from NOAA Magazine, dated September 30, 
2005, and in which it states clearly the following: 
 
 “By itself, storm surge rarely causes structural failure.  However, by temporarily raising 
sea level, storm surge permits dangerous and battering waves and floating debris to access 
coastal areas and structures never conceived of nor built to withstand the punishing effects of 
open ocean waves.” 
 
 The McIntosh house is not a coastal structure and was not subjected to ocean waves.  The 
water surge it experienced is capable of causing wash out and displacing weak unstable structural 
elements of external walls and damaged weak internal partitions on the lower levels, especially if 
it carries floating debris from other failures of constructed facilities along its path to inundate this 
higher ground.  As noted in the articles referenced above, the kind of wave action that winds may 
generate on inland bodies of water usually do not have the regularity and organization to cause 
structural damage to a house.17 
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      Submitted by, 

       
      R. Ralph Sinno, Ph.D., P.E., F. ASCE 
      Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
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Exhibit 1 

 
 
 

The Department of Civil Engineering at Mississippi State University announced the 
success of simulating true hurricane uplift wind forces on a metal roof in the laboratory.  
The footprint of hurricane Andrew (Florida, 1992) from the University of Western 
Ontario Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel was used in the simulation.  The accuracy of the 
simulation was verified by Dr. Eric Ho from the UWO, Canada.  The test set-up and 
work on the simulation was envisioned and directed by Dr. Ralph Sinno, Professor of 
Civil Engineering at MSU. 
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MSU – Civil Engineering Department
Kelly Gene Cook Wind Simulation Laboratory 

Andrew Hurricane Wind Loading 
at 110 mph Is Simulated 

Successfully in the Laboratory
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Computer Controlled Electromagnetic Uplift 
Loading Is Applied on Roofs of Metal 
Buildings. 

This is the First Time Ever, this Simulation in 
Time, Space, and Correlation Coefficients Is 
Attempted and Done Successfully in the 
Laboratory.

With Further Research Hazard Mitigation of 
Damage due to True Hurricane Wind Loading 
on Metal Roofs Is Now Feasible.
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R. RALPH SINNO, Ph.D., P.E., F. ASCE 
Professor of Civil Engineering (Structures) 

 
 Ralph Sinno is a registered professional civil engineering in Mississippi and 
Louisiana.  He is a professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Mississippi State 
University in the field of Structural Engineering. 
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  Gainesville, Florida – 1962 
 
  M.S.  Civil Engineering, Louisiana State University 
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  Ph.D. (Structures), Texas A & M University 
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twenty-five years in the academic field/professor of civil engineering, structures. 
Selected to the Marquis Who’s Who in America, VIP 34387275. 

 
• Fellow Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). 
 
• Recipient of the prestigious T.Y. Lin Award from ASCE for his work and 

research on prestressed concrete. 
 

• Awarded the distinguished Hearrin-Hess professorship at the College of 
Engineering at Mississippi State University. 

 
• An expert on the structural response to loading, design and analysis, of building 

systems. Structural integrity and failure, forensic engineering. 
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Reinforced Concrete, Advanced Reinforced Concrete, Prestressed Concrete, 
Bridge Design, Stress Analysis, Experimental Stress Analysis, Structural Systems, 
Structural Mechanics, and Construction Management 
 

• Presently conducting externally funded sponsored research on structural systems 
using full scale testing of real life hurricane wind loadings on buildings. 

 
• Published over 65 research papers, articles, and reports in leading professional 

civil engineering journals and magazines covering plain, reinforced and 
prestressed concrete, wood, structural steel and metal buildings.   
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Ralph Sinno Professional Resume – Con’t. 
 
Schedule of charges for professional services and expert witness: 
Office work = $250 per hour 
Travel time = $150 per hour 
Court Witness or Depositions = $350 per hour 
Field Work/Meetings at site = $300 per hour 
 
 Out-of-pocket expenses such as travel costs, hotels, and subsistence, are charged 
at cost.  Private car use for travel is charged at $0.75 per mile.  Payment is expected 
within 30 (thirty) days from the date services are rendered. 
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Professional Engineer - Professor of Civil Engineering - Consulting Services 
P.O. Box 1798 (662)-325-3737 Fax (662) 325-7189 
Mississippi State University, MS 39762-1798 
 

Summary of Recent Legal Cases – Expert Witness (Depositions and Trial) 
 

Katrina Litigation Cases 
 
1.   Beauvoir Case vs. Charter Oak Fire Insurance Co. 
      Retained by: Katrina Litigation Group – Scruggs Law Firm 
           120A Courthouse Square 
           Oxford, MS 38655 
      Defendant: Copeland, Cook, Taylor & Bush, P.A. 
          200 Concourse, Suite 200 
          1062 Highland Colony 
          Ridgeland, MS 39157 
      Dates and Duties: 2006-2008 (case settled) – Deposition 
 
2.   McIntosh Case vs. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co. 
      Retained by: Katrina Litigation Group – Scruggs Law Firm 
           120A Courthouse Square 
           Oxford, MS 38655 
      Defendant: Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan, LLP 
         999 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
         Atlanta, GA 30309 
 Dates and Duties: 2006-2008 (case settled) – Deposition 
 
3.   Lisanby Case vs. United Services Automobile Association 
      Retained by: Barrett Law Office 
           404 Court Square North 
           Lexington, MS 39095 
      Defendant: Copeland, Cook, Taylor & Bush, P.A. 
         200 Concourse, Suite 200 
         1062 Highland Colony  
         Ridgeland, MS 39157 
      Dates and Duties: 2006-2008 – Deposition and Trial 
 
4.   Penthouse Condominium Case vs. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s 
      Retained by: Barrett Law Office 
           404 Court Square North 
           Lexington, MS 39095 
      Defendant: Curie, Johnson, Griffin, Gains & Meyers 
         1044 River Oaks Drive 
         Jackson, MS 39232 
      Dates and Duties: 2006-(on-going) – Deposition/Trial Pending 
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Ralph Sinno – Recent Legal Cases Cont’d. 
 
 
5.   Kisslinger Case vs. United Services Automobile Association 
      Retained by: Barrett Law Office 
           404 Court Square North 
           Lexington, MS 39095 
      Defendant: Copeland, Cook, Taylor & Bush, P.A. 
         200 Concourse, Suite 200 
         1062 Highland Colony 
         Ridgeland, MS 39157 
      Dates and Duties: 2008 (case settled)  – Deposition 
 
6. Hasbrouck case vs. Nationwide Insurance, et. al. 
 Retained by: Barrett Law Office 
           404 Court Square North 
           Lexington, MS 39095 
 Defendant: Sean M. McEldowney, Esq. 
         Kirkland & Ellis, LLP 
         655 Fifteenth Street, N.W. 
         Washington, D.C. 20005 
 Dates and Duties: May 13, 2009 (case settled) – Deposition 
 
7.  Rigsby vs. State Farm Insurance Co.,et.al. 
 Retained by: Gilbert Oshinsky, LLP 
            110 New York Avenue, NW 
            Suite 700 
            Washington, DC  20005 
 Defendants:  Butler Snow O’Mara Stevens & Canada, PLCC 
            210 East Capital Street 
            Suite 1700 
            Jackson, MS  39201 
 Dates and Duties:  May 21, 2009 (on-going) – Presentation to U.S. District Court- 
            Judge L. T. Senter, Jr., presiding 
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Ralph Sinno – Recent Legal Cases Cont’d. 
 
 
Other Legal Cases 
 
8. Shannon R. McDonald Case vs. Mageo, Inc., et. al. 
 Jones Circuit Court Case No. 2002-260-CV9; Second Judicial District 
 Retained by: Bryan Nelson, P.A./Samuel S. McHard, Attorneys at Law 
           6524 U.S. Highway 98 
           Hattiesburg, MS 39404-8109 
 Period: 2004-2006 
 
9. RMC Ewell, Inc. Case vs. Sammy Pate, et. al. 
 Retained by: Rushing and Guice, Attorneys at Law 
           Gulfport, MS 
 Ref. Biloxi – Gulfport Regional Airport 
 Period: 2003-2004 
 
10. Todd vs. Johnston Case, Civil Action No. G99-713 S/2 
 Appointed by the Fifth Chancery Court District, Jackson, State of Mississippi 
 Chancellor William Hale Singletary 
 Ref. Concrete Joints/Jackson, MS, Expert Witness to Court 
 Period: 2002-2004 
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